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High capacity connectivity
across the UK
Solution IP helps organisations meet the challenges of productivity and collaboration whilst aligning technology to their growth
strategies. We work with industry-leading technology partners, adding a full-service wrap to deliver networks, IT, unified
communications and security that simplifies seamless communication and collaboration.
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Why do we need better connectivity?
Some people assume connectivity is simply about speed. There’s
more to it than that. Slow isn’t slow because it’s slow. There are
always reasons. Internet traffic is tripling by 2022, growing faster
than your network can handle.
Like shared phone, cloud applications and internet lines
jamming through heavy data usage. It's estimated your business
will require 30% more bandwidth year on year. And what of line
security? Yes, fast is good – but fast also needs to be reliable and
risk-free.

You have many connectivity options,
both in terms of suppliers and types
of technology.
For smaller sites
We would typically recommend
business broadband - get
connectivity from a network
specifically designed for businesses,
with performance and service levels
that a business needs

Being on the right network and accessing superfast broadband
changes everyone’s experience of your business.

For branch environments

People work in different ways these days. In the office. At home.
On the move. At multiple locations. The smart business uses this
workplace mobility to its advantage and ensures it keeps
everyone connected at all times. Better work, better working
ways.

varying levels of internet access

We would individually assess the
needs of different size branches with
speeds and access to head office or
data centres, and deliver a bespoke
network of broadband and ethernet
connectivity connections that can be
pro actively managed by us across

Our skill is on understanding how much speed, resilience and
reliability you need, where you are based, and matching the
right type of connection to the network that best serves your
sites at a price you can afford.

the
For data-rich environments
We would offer high bandwidth
connectivity such as ethernet, with

"Solution IP changed the performance of our connectivity. We
got 5 times more bandwidth, our barer is ten times bigger so it
can scale when we do. We even saved on our monthly bills."
Dycem

diverse routing options, so your
business is “always on” for mission
critical applications that are vital to
the day to day running of your
business
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Why connectivity from Solution IP?
Adaptive solutions from multiple vendors.
Flexible and scalable from SME to enterprise grade
solutions
End-to-end solution
Solution IP own engineers - we invest, support and train on
your behalf and always have the latest accreditations
Backed by award-wining vendors’ world-leading products–
with proven communications capabilities.
Solution IP were awarded Gamma Platinum Partner in
2020 (https://www.gamma.co.uk/partners/find-a-partner/)

Adoption & Integrations
Because Solution IP deploy and
run multiple voice, IT, data and
network services, we are idea
partners for change management.

What are our ethernet & broadband offerings?
As your teams' requirements and features can be different
across your environment, we have simplified pricing and
options to choose from:
Business broadband
Private networks/VPNs for branch and dispersed workforce
Leased lines for uncontested bandwidth
MPLS for cloud-reliant operations
Ask your Account Manager for a personalised quote.

Let us help you
Not all businesses have the expertise to manage their networks.

Solution IP will support your team with independent advice and
solutions from our expansive unified communications, IT, security
and network portfolio structured and designed to solve your
business challenges.

Adopting network changes
without consideration for failovers,
cloud adoption plans and branch
requirements can lead to budget
overspend.
We have established change
management procedures to
ensure minimum downtime,
predictable switchovers and
increased business continuity
security.

Email:
Sales@solutionip.co.uk
Call:
+44(0) 2000 903
www.solutionip.co.uk

With 5* independently-rated support from our skilled in-house
engineers alongside a compelling offering to create the right
solution, we will be happy to help.
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